Cell growth stimulation by CRASH, an asparaginase-like protein overexpressed in human tumors and metastatic breast cancers.
The gene encoding CRASH, a human asparaginase-like protein, has been cloned and its transcriptional activation has been detected in gynecologic cancers. To define the expression of CRASH in human tumors and its possible functional role, monoclonal antibodies against the CRASH protein have been generated. In non-transformed tissues CRASH was only detected in testis, brain, esophagus, prostate and proliferating endometrium. On the other hand, 36/50 ovarian carcinomas, 16/78 mammary carcinomas, 6/6 uroepithelial bladder carcinomas and 5/33 colon carcinomas scored positive for CRASH, with the absence of reactivity in the corresponding normal tissues. Strikingly, 11 out of the 16 breast cancers that expressed CRASH were metastatic, nominating CRASH to be functionally relevant in tumor progression. Twenty-eight out of 42 endometrium tumors expressed CRASH at high levels as did 5/41 prostate carcinomas, as well as ovary and breast cancers, indicating a regulation of CRASH expression by sex hormones. A bona fide estrogen responsive element was detected at bases -201/-183. This proved to be highly preserved across species, supporting an actual functional role. Asparaginase-like proteins play a role in growth regulation and signaling by p70 S6 kinase. The somatic knock-out of CRASH resulted in significant inhibition of growth of KM12L4A colon carcinoma cells, which abundantly express CRASH, whereas the proliferation of the syngeneic, weakly-expressing, slowly-growing KL12SM was not affected. These results are consistent with a selective growth advantage for aggressive cancers expressing CRASH, and nominate CRASH as a novel diagnostic and therapeutic tumor target.